The Smart Dock Lab transforms the traditional educational space into a new type of
communal knowledge & production venue. Presentation, classroom, and research spaces
are carved out of a faceted objectile, creating dynamic relationships between programs,
the existing space, and giving the Smart Dock a unique identity within New Lab.
From this objectile, research and info modules can be removed to distribute within
New Lab and enhance the facilities that Smart Dock provides. Each of the two research
modules has a fold down work table and customizable cabinets for DIY, electronics,
bio-hacking and/or fabbing. The Info module, which also serves as the door to the
presentation space, unfolds to notify New Lab tenants of the current events. The Kitchen
and Presentation modules open up and give additional functionality to spaces, as they are
required.
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1. RESEARCH modules
Two research modules that can be
used in situ or extracted and taken via
gantry to locations in either common
New Lab space or dropped directly into
another tenant`s space.

Post-capitalist manufacturing, design, and research are defined by their adaptability and
collaborative natures. Smart Dock’s bold and open design comes from these ideas and
positions it to educate a new generation of students prepared for today, tomorrow and
the future’s challenges.

2. info module
Info module folds up to close the Smart
Dock space when not in use. It unfolds
and deploys to present the day`s
offering to New Lab`s other tenants.

3. kitchen/presentation module
Fixed at the rear of Smart Dock, the
kitchen and presentation module
opens it compartments to give
additional function as it is required.

1. RESEARCH A module

2. RESEARCH B module

Smart Dock

3. info module
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